First of all, we shall introduce some necessary notations for our discussions. For a general probability measure p on 33(12°°), we put p t (B}-p(B-t} for all feJR 00 and for all BtE^R 00 ). And we call a set T p ={t^R°°\p t is equivalent with p} the admissible set for p. Let g be the canonical Gaussian measure on 93(12°°). That is, g is the product-measure of 1-dimensional Gaussian measures with mean 0 and variance 1. It is well known that T g =l 2 .
In [1] the author derived a canonical decomposition of measures on R°°w hich was listed as Theorem 4.2. Under the same notations as in [1] , it states that for any probability measure /^ on 33(12°°), there exist a family of tail-trivial probability measures {/* r } r& Ri on 23(10 and a measurable map p from (R°°, 23oo) First of all, we shall introduce some necessary notations for our discussions. For a general probability measure p on 33(12°°), we put p t (B}-p(B-t} for all feJR 00 and for all BtE^R 00 ). And we call a set T p ={t^R°°\p t is equivalent with p} the admissible set for p. Let g be the canonical Gaussian measure on 93(12°°). That is, g is the product-measure of 1-dimensional Gaussian measures with mean 0 and variance 1. It is well known that T g =l 2 .
(For example, see [2] .) And let 2. be the Lebesgue measure on the interval (0, 1]. We shall sometimes write d-u in place of dL Using indicator functions continuity of v will be transmitted to corresponding y T s. However it is also false in general. Such a counte-rexample is constructed in a similar manner.
